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Diffusion Maps Kalman Filter for a Class of Systems
With Gradient Flows
Tal Shnitzer , Ronen Talmon , Senior Member, IEEE, and Jean-Jacques Slotine

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a non-parametric method
for state estimation of high-dimensional nonlinear stochastic dynamical systems, which evolve according to gradient flows with
isotropic diffusion. We combine diffusion maps, a manifold learning technique, with a linear Kalman filter and with concepts
from Koopman operator theory. More concretely, using diffusion
maps, we construct data-driven virtual state coordinates, which
linearize the system model. Based on these coordinates, we devise
a data-driven framework for state estimation using the Kalman
filter. We demonstrate the strengths of our method with respect to
both parametric and non-parametric algorithms in three tracking
problems. In particular, applying the approach to actual recordings
of hippocampal neural activity in rodents directly yields a representation of the position of the animals. We show that the proposed
method outperforms competing non-parametric algorithms in the
examined stochastic problem formulations. Additionally, we obtain
results comparable to classical parametric algorithms, which, in
contrast to our method, are equipped with model knowledge.
Index Terms—Intrinsic modeling, manifold learning, Kalman
filter, diffusion maps, non-parametric filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION
N MANY real applications, the system model is not accessible and some estimation of it is required. State estimation
and characterization of stochastic, possibly nonlinear, dynamical
systems are therefore widely studied problems. Traditionally,
such problems are addressed using classical algorithms, which
rely on predefined parametric models. On the one hand, parametric models need to be sufficiently simple to allow accurate
parameter estimation from measurements. On the other hand,
too simple models often fail to accommodate the complexity of
real systems. This facilitates the development of non-parametric
methods [1]–[5]. Particularly in this paper, we take a nonparametric approach and propose a new method to derive the
system model in a data-driven manner.
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To demonstrate the primary idea, consider a classical nonlinear Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem,
where the goal is to track the 2D position x = (x1 , x2 )T of
a moving object. Typically, in the bearing-only version of this
problem, the accessible system measurements are given by the
azimuth of an object, i.e. by φ = arc tan(x1 /x2 ). This nonlinear model, relating the state (position) of the system x to the
measurements φ, poses a challenge for processing and analysis,
since traditional linear methods cannot be applied. In [6], this
nonlinearity is resolved by constructing virtual measurements,
y, and measurement mapping, H, based on the knowledge of the
system properties and model, which allow for the formulation
of an equivalent linear problem and the application of a linear
time-varying Kalman filter [7]. Briefly, since the system state is
given by x = (sin φ, cos φ), linearization is achieved by defining
the virtual measurements y = Hx + v, where v is noise and
H = [cos φ, − sin φ], such that Hx = 0. The resulting measurement equation is linear and can be constructed from the given
measurements φ. In this work, analogously to the virtual measurements that linearize the system, we propose a computational
method to construct the data-driven non-parametric counterparts
of a virtual state, linearizing the system dynamics and measurement model. However, in contrast to [6], our construction of
this virtual state is data-driven and does not require any explicit
knowledge of the system properties or measurement modality,
e.g. the knowledge that the measurements represent the azimuth
in a 2D tracking problem.
One way to devise such a computational method, which has
recently drawn significant research attention, is to address the
problem of data-driven system analysis and state estimation
from an operator-theoretic point of view. In this approach,
the dynamical system is described by two dual operators, the
Perron-Frobenius operator, which represents probability density
evolution, and the Koopman Operator, which is defined on some
linear functional space of infinite dimension and describes the
time-evolution of observables [8], [9].
In the context of empirical dynamical systems analysis, the
main challenge is to approximate these operators from the system measurements. Several methods for estimating the Koopman Operator have been proposed in recent years [9]–[14].
For example, the Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition
(EDMD) [9], [10] approximates the Koopman eigenfunctions
and modes based on two sets of points, related through system
dynamics, and a set of dictionary elements. However, the optimal
choice of the dictionary in EDMD depends on the data [10].
This framework for estimating the Koopman eigenfunctions and
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modes was later employed in [3] as part of a non-parametric
Kalman filtering framework, where a linear Kalman filter is
constructed based on the approximation of the Koopman Operator, along with its eigenvectors, eigenvalues and Koopman
modes using EDMD. The Kalman filter propagates the system
in the space spanned by the Koopman eigenvectors and then the
resulting estimates are projected back to the state space. Other
work on the analysis of nonlinear stochastic dynamical systems
based on Koopman operator theory includes [11], [12], [15]. The
work in [15] offers a formal definition and rigorous mathematical
analysis for the generalization of the Koopman operator to
stochastic dynamical systems. In addition, a new framework
for approximating the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of this
stochastic Koopman operator (SKO) is presented. A different
approach is proposed in [11] and [12], where the authors characterize the long term behavior of a system (asymptotic dynamics)
based on time-averages of functions. In [11], invariant-measures
are defined and it is shown that these measures coincide with
the eigenfunctions of the Koopman Operator and can be simply
calculated by the Fourier transform. In [12], this framework is
extended to address dynamical systems which are not measurepreserving using Laplace averages. In both [11] and [12], several
trajectories of the system are needed for the analysis.
Different related non-parametric frameworks for state estimation in stochastic dynamical systems based on geometry
and manifold learning were presented in [5], [16]–[18]. In [5]
and [16] a probabilistic approach is proposed, in which the
problem is projected onto coordinates constructed by diffusion
maps (DM) [19], a manifold learning technique. In these DM
coordinates, the probability density function of the system state
can be propagated in time without prior knowledge of the
system dynamics, yet, the underlying system state is assumed
to be accessible. The work in [17] proposes to construct an
ensamble Kalman filter based on delay embedding coordinates
(Takens embedding [20]), used for dynamics estimation. The
propagation in time is estimated based on nearest neighbors of
the current time-lag frame. In [18], a framework for estimating
the eigenfunctions of the Koopman Operator generator based on
DM is presented. This work discusses the relationship between
DM and the Koopman operator and proposes to estimate the
Koopman generator eigenfunctions using the eigenfunctions of
the Laplace-Beltrami operator approximated by DM.
The relationship between DM and the Koopman Operator
is further discussed in [8]. There, it is shown that EDMD can
also provide data-driven dimensionality reduction. Moreover,
for systems in which the system state is described by a Markov
process, the eigenfunctions of the backward Fokker-Planck operator can be approximated using EDMD, similarly to DM. The
main benefit of such a manifold learning approach using EDMD
is that both the dynamics and the geometry of the underlying
state are taken into account.
In this paper, we present a framework for state estimation of
stochastic dynamical systems, with state dynamics of gradient
flows and isotropic diffusion, which reveals the system model
with minimal prior assumptions, using DM [19] and the Kalman
filter. We assume that we are given a set of noisy measurements from some unknown nonlinear function of a stochastic
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underlying state and show that a linear model describing the
system can be revealed, even for highly nonlinear systems.
This is obtained in a completely data-driven manner, based on
virtual state coordinates constructed by DM and their inherent
dynamics [21]. A Kalman filter is then formulated based on
the recovered system model and utilized for non-parametric
state estimation. By constructing the Kalman filter based on
the recovered model, we incorporate system dynamics into
DM, combining geometry and dynamics, as in [8], from a new
manifold learning standpoint. We further show that our method
uncovers an operator describing the system dynamics, which
is analogous to the SKO [8], an extension of the Koopman
Operator for stochastic systems. Moreover, our devised method
is well suited for high-dimensional systems due to the nonlinear
dimensionality reduction obtained by DM.
The framework in this paper is tightly related to [22], in
which a linear observer was constructed by exploiting similar
properties of the DM coordinates and their dynamics. We show
that the Kalman filter framework introduced in the present
work outperforms the observer framework both by reducing the
amount of hyper-parameters and by significantly improving the
results in certain scenarios.
With respect to previous work, our method encompasses
several key differences. First, it does not rely on accessibility
to the state of the system (as assumed in [5], [16]). Second,
it does not require predefined dictionary elements (as required
in [10]). Third, our method addresses stochastic dynamical systems in contrast to the deterministic systems considered in [3],
[17]. Finally, it does not require a training set of samples with
known states, in contrast to common non-parametric filtering
algorithms [1], [2].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the general problem setting is presented. In Section III, we first overview the key-points of our method and
then describe the derivation of the Diffusion Maps Kalman
filter framework in detail. In Section IV, we demonstrate the
strengths of our method on three tracking problems. We compare
our method with both parametric and non-parametric methods.
Section V concludes the paper with a short summary.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following ergodic stochastic dynamical system
with some nonlinear generator S : M → M, where M is a
compact Riemannian manifold of dimension d:
θ̇ t = S (θ t , ut )

(1)

z t = g (θ t ) + v t

(2)

where θ t ∈ M is the system state, θ̇ t is its time derivative, ut ∈
Rd is the process noise, z t ∈ Rm are the system measurements
through some unknown nonlinear function g and v t ∈ Rm is the
measurement noise. The evolution in time of such a dynamical
system can be described by the SKO [8], which is defined by
(Ust f ) (θ t ) = E [f ◦ T (θ t , ut )]

(3)

where T is the flow induced by S, ◦ is the composition operator,
f : M → R are some observables from an infinite dimensional
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vector space, closed under composition with T , and E denotes
expectation.
One of the notable properties of the Koopman Operator, which
has increased its usage in a line of recent work, is that it is linear
in the space of observables, even for highly nonlinear dynamical systems: Ust (α1 f1 + α2 f2 ) = E[(α1 f1 + α2 f2 ) ◦ T ] =
α1 E[f1 ◦ T ] + α2 E[f2 ◦ T ] = α1 Ust f1 + α2 Ust f2 . However,
the tradeoff is that even for finite dimensional dynamical systems, the Koopman Operator acts on an infinite dimensional
space of observables.
In this work, we focus on the case in which the dynamics
equation (1) takes the form of a Langevin equation:

2
(4)
u̇t
θ̇ t = −∇U (θ t ) +
β

2
where U (θ t ) is a smooth and bounded potential,
β is a
constant diffusion coefficient, ut is Brownian motion and u̇t
is its time derivative.
The goal in this work is to build a new coordinate system
representing the hidden system state θ t and devise a filtering
framework in these new coordinates, given only the measurements z t , without any prior knowledge on the system equations
(1) and (2).
III. DIFFUSION-BASED KALMAN FILTER
In this section we lay the foundation for our proposed framework and present the theoretical results which allow for the
construction of a data-driven linear Kalman filter.
A. Overview
We present a method based on DM that discovers a new
coordinate system describing a model of the state of the system
with linear drift in a completely data-driven manner. Based
on this linear drift, our method constructs a linear operator,
analogous to the SKO, from measurements, without prior model
knowledge. By exploiting the linearity of this operator, we
formulate a linear Kalman filter framework, which allows for
estimation of trajectories of the underlying system state based
on noisy nonlinear measurements. Here we briefly overview the
key points of our method, which is described in detail in the
following subsections.
Given noisy measurements z t ∈ Rm , we use DM to represent
the system state θ t by a new set of k coordinates, denoted by Φt ,
where k < m. We will show that in this new coordinate system,
the dynamical system can be described by the following linear
equations:
1/2

Φ̇t = F Φt + Qt ω̇ t
1/2

z t = HΦt + Rt v t

(5)
(6)

where F is a linear operator describing the linear drift of the
dynamics of the new coordinates Φt , H is a linear lift operator
from the new coordinates Φt to the measurements z t , ω̇ t is a
standard normally distributed noise process, v t is measurement
noise, and Qt and Rt are matrices determining the covariance
of the driving and measurement noise processes, respectively.
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We will further show that the linear operators F and H, in
(5) and (6) respectively, can be constructed using DM in a
data-driven manner, providing a coarse approximation of the
system. Yet, this construction can be further improved since
DM ignores the inherent time-dependencies between consecutive samples. Therefore, we formulate a linear Kalman filter
using the constructed coordinates Φt and the recovered system
operators F and H, thereby improving the state estimate by
incorporating the dynamics into the DM coordinates. This leads
to a data-driven linear filtering framework, which can be applied
to nonlinear systems with an unknown model, revealing a new
 t , which is tightly related to the
representation of the system Φ
system state θ t as will be described in Subsection III-B. In
addition, our framework allows for the estimation of specific
realizations of system trajectories based on measurements, in
contrast to most existing work on the SKO, which only represent
the average time-evolution.
The remainder of this section is described as follows. In Subsection III-B and Subsection III-C, we reiterate the derivations
presented in [22] for state and model recovery using DM [19].
In Subsection III-D, we present our proposed Kalman filter
framework. In Subsection III-E and Subsection III-F, we discuss
the observability, detectability and convergence of the proposed
framework and in Subsection III-G, we elaborate on the relation
between our framework and the SKO.
B. Recovering the State
Given noiseless measurements, z t = g(θ t ), of the hidden
system state, θ t , the following kernel is defined
 2

d (z s , z t )
k (s, t) = exp −
(7)
2
where  > 0 is a kernel scale, traditionally set to the median of
the distances between the measurements, and d(z s , z t ) is a distance function between z s and z t . In our case, we calculated this
distance using a modified Mahalanobis distance, first presented
in [23]:



1
(z s − z t ) Cs† + Ct† (z s − z t )T
(8)
d (z s , z t ) =
2
where Cs† and Ct† are the psuedo-inverse of the measurement
covariance matrices at times s and t, respectively. In [23], it
was shown that this modified Mahalanobis distance between the
measurements approximates the Euclidean distance between the
hidden states.
The constructed kernel is then normalized according to
k (s, t)
(9)
p (s, t) =
d (s)
where d (s) = k (s, t)peq (θ t )dθ t and peq (θ t ) = e−U (θt ) is
the equilibrium density of the hidden state θ t .
We can then define the operator P by
(P f ) (θ s ) =

p (s, t)f (θ t ) peq (θ t ) dθ t

where f is a real function defined on the hidden state θ t . Based
on P we define
P − I
(10)
L =
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where I is the identity operator. In [23] it was shown that
for hidden states θ t with dynamics as in (4), the operator L
converges to the backward Fokker-Planck operator L defined
on the manifold M, as  → 0:
1
(11)
Lq = Δq − ∇q · ∇U
β
where q denotes functions in a subspace of observables defined
on the system state, which describe averages of functions:
q(θ t ) = E[h(θ t ) | θ 0 = a0 ], where a0 is some initial state, and
h is smooth.
The operator L has a discrete set of decreasing eigenvalues, {−λ() }∈N , 0 = −λ(0) > −λ(1) ≥ −λ(2) ≥ . . ., and
eigenfunctions, {φ() }∈N [19]. In many stochastic systems,
these eigenvalues exhibit a spectral gap, implying on only a
few dominant eigenvalues (which are close to 0) [21]. In such
systems, we can represent the hidden state using only the principal eigenfunctions, corresponding to the largest (non-trivial
 = 0) eigenvalues. The DM coordinates are then obtained by
calculating the eigenvalue decomposition of L and using the k
eigenfunctions corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues:
z t → Φ (θ t ) = φ(1) (θ t ) , φ(2) (θ t ) , . . ., φ(k) (θ t )

(12)

It was shown in [23] that when using a kernel based on the
modified Mahalanobis distance (8), the eigenfunctions of L
converge to the eigenfunctions of the backward Fokker-Planck
operator L defined on the hidden state θ t , as  → 0.
The DM coordinates in (12) are tightly related to the system state. Consider the adjoint of L, which is known as the
forward Fokker-Planck operator. The forward Fokker-Planck
operator exhibits two important properties. First, it describes
the evolution of the transition probability density, p(θ, t | θ 0 ).
Second, it is Hermitian, and therefore, its eigenfunctions form
a basis for the space of real functions of the system state (with
the equilibrium density as a measure peq (θ) = exp−U (θ) ). In
addition, since the backward and forward operators are adjoint,
their eigenfunctions can be normalized to be bi-orthonormal,
and the eigenfunctions of the backward operator can be used
as a bi-orthonormal basis. Due to this connection between
the eigenfunctions of the backward and forward operators and
since the eigenfunctions of the forward operator are tightly
related to the system state, the eigenfunctions of the backward
Fokker-Planck operator can be used to represent the system state
as well. Therefore, from this point on, the DM coordinates,
denoted by φ() , which approximate these eigenfunctions, can
be considered as a new set of coordinates representing the hidden
system state.
Note that the above results are obtained only when we have
access to clean measurements z t = g(θ t ). We will address this
issue in Subsection III-D.
C. Recovering the Model
We will now show that the representation of the system state
using the DM coordinates (12) can be used to construct a datadriven representation of the system model.
The Dynamics of the Diffusion Maps Coordinates: Consider
the state dynamics in (4) measured through z t = g(θ t ). For

such systems, based on Itô’s Lemma, the eigenfunctions of the
operator L , obtained using the DM algorithm, evolve according
to a stochastic differential equation (SDE) of known form [21]:
√
(13)
φ̇() (θ) = −λ() φ() (θ) + 2 ∇θ φ() (θ) 2 ω̇ ()
where φ() (θ) is the th eigenfunction of the operator L , −λ()
is the corresponding eigenvalue, ω () is the th coordinate of
a multidimensional Brownian motion process, where each coordinate is some linear combination of the Brownian motion
coordinates of the underlying process, u() , and · 2 is the L2
norm. Note that we omitted the time notation of the state (θ t ) to
indicate that the eigenfunctions are dependent only on the state.
This SDE depicts that the obtained DM coordinates evolve
according to a linear drift, −λ() φ() (θ), and an additional
diffusion component. We note that the linear drift component is
fully known since we have, using DM, both the eigenfunctions
and the corresponding eigenvalues of the operator L . This linear
drift will be used as the new linear state dynamics.
Constructing the Lift Function: As stated in Subsection III-B,
the eigenfunctions of the backward Fokker-Planck operator,
approximated by DM, form a basis for the space of real functions
defined on the system state. Therefore, every real function of the
system state can be written as an expansion in these eigenfunctions. Specifically, we can represent the measurement function in
the following manner, using the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
obtained by DM:
(i)

zt = g (i) (θ t ) =

∞

αi, φ() (θ t )

(14)

=0
(i)

where αi, = z (i) , φ() peq = M zt φ() (θ t )peq (θ t )dθ t , i =
1, . . . , m. When the eigenvalues exhibit a spectral gap after
the kth element, most of the energy is captured by the k
eigenfunctions, corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues. In
such cases we can approximate the mapping in (14) using only
these k eigenfunctions:
(i)

k

zt ≈

αi, φ() (θ t )

(15)

=0

We can now write expression (15) in matrix form:
z t ≈ αΦ (θ t )

(16)

where Φ(θ t ) is defined in (12) and α is an m × k matrix in
which (α)i, = αi, .
These results imply that through the representation of the
measurement function using the DM eigenfunctions, we obtain
a linear mapping between the eigenfunctions, Φ(θ t ), and the
system measurements, z t . Thus, we set the linear lift function
simply to be α.
To conclude this subsection, we note that all of the theoretical
derivations above are true for state equations of the form (4).
However, it is not essential that specifically the state will exhibit
such dynamics, but rather that the dynamics of some underlying
system parameter are governed by the Langevin equation. In
such systems, the DM coordinates, constructed using the modified Mahalanobis distance (8), exhibit useful properties and can
be used as a foundation for the proposed time-series filtering
framework, as described in the remainder of this paper. Since
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many natural phenomena are governed by dynamics that can
be modeled using the Langevin equation (4), our framework is
applicable to a wide range of problems.
D. Diffusion Maps Kalman Filter
Based on the Euler-Maruyama method, the dynamics of the
DM coordinates can be discretized to


φ() (θ n+1 ) = 1 − λ() Δt φ() (θ n )
√
+ 2 ∇θ φ() (θ n ) 2 Δωn()
(17)
()

where Δt is the time step, Δωt is a normally distributed noise
process and ∇θ denotes the gradient according to the system
state θ n . To approximate the linear drift in (17) from discrete
measurements, discrete approximations of φ() (θ n ) and λ()
are required. These approximations can be obtained using the
discrete counterpart of DM as follows.
Given discrete-time measurements {z n }N
n=1 , the N × N kernel matrix is calculated similarly to (7) by:
 2

d (z i , z j )
K(i, j) = exp −
(18)
2
where  > 0 is the kernel scale and d(·, ·) is the modified
Mahalanobis distance (8).
The kernel matrix is then normalized to be row-stochastic
K(i, j)
(19)
P (i, j) =
D(i)

where D(i) = N
j=1 K(i, j).
The discrete operator P (i, j) approximates the continuous
time operator P in (10). It was shown in [19] that this discrete
operator converges pointwise to P when the number of samples tends to infinity and that for a finite number of samples
the relative error is of order O(N −1/2 −d/4 ). In addition, the
equilibrium measure peq is implicitly estimated by the discrete
diffusion maps algorithm. Since peq represents the sampling
density of the data on the manifold, when the number of samples
tends to infinity the discrete sums in this subsection converge
to the integrals in Subsection III-B, due to the law of large
numbers. For example, the discrete normalization factor D(i) =
N
k (s, t)peq (θ t )dθ t when
j=1 K(i, j), converges to d (s) =
N → ∞.
From the eigenvalue-decomposition of P we obtain a set
of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, {ψ () }k=0 , {μ() }k=0 . It was
proved in [24] that for a uniformly sampled manifold, the DM
eigenvectors {ψ () }k=0 converge to the eigenfunctions of the
continuous operator, denoted by {φ() }k=0 , in the previous
subsections. Moreover, it was shown in [23], that the eigenvalues
of the discrete DM algorithm can be used to approximate the
eigenvalues of the continuous operator according to −λ() =
2
()
 log μ .
We rewrite the state and measurement equations in the discrete
setting using the DM coordinates:
Ψn+1 = (I + Λ) Ψn + Q1/2
n Δω n
z n = αΨn + Rn1/2 v n

(20)
(21)

(1)
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(2)

(k)

where Ψn = [ψn , ψn , . . . , ψn ], Λ is a diagonal matrix with
{−λ() Δt}k=1 as its diagonal elements, I is the identity matrix,
1/2
Qn is a matrix containing the coefficients of the second term
in (17), Δω n is a vector of standard normally distributed noise
processes, Rn is the covariance of the measurement noise and α
is the lift function from the DM coordinates to the measurements.
In the discrete setting, the lift function is approximated by αi, =
N
(i) ()
n=1 zn ψ (θ n ) [22]. For simplicity of notation, we denote
Ψn = Ψ(θ n ), omitting the dependence on θ n . Importantly, note
that these system equations are approximately linear, even for
highly nonlinear systems. Therefore, using the DM coordinates,
we obtain a virtual system state which linearizes the problem, in
an entirely data-driven manner, given only the measurements.
The term αΨn in (21) approximates the nonlinear measurement function g(θ n ). Therefore, the noise term in (21), denoted
1/2
by Rn v n , is approximately the measurement noise from (2).
However, since the DM coordinates are constructed based on
the noisy measurements, z n , the approximation of the measurement function may be inaccurate, leading to non-Gaussian
1/2
components in Rn v n . In regard to this issue, we note that
in many cases the leading DM eigenvectors (corresponding to
the largest eigenvalues) represent the slow components in the
data, and therefore, are only mildly affected by the noise. This
property facilitates the use of our devised Kalman model in
many applications, as demonstrated in the experimental study
in Section IV, even though the model is inaccurate due to
the measurement noise. We further note that the noise term in
(21) can be used to represent deviations from the true model
as described in [25]. However, significant measurement noise
may still lead to some deterioration in the performance of the
proposed method, as demonstrated in Subsection IV-A.
Due to the linearity of the derived system in (20) and (21) (except for elements in Qn as discussed in a subsequent paragraph),
we can construct a linear Kalman filter based on the DM coordinates. Using the Kalman filter framework we harness the linear
dynamics of the DM eigenfunctions to improve the approximation of the eigenvectors of the discrete DM algorithm. Therefore,
our framework incorporates the inherent time-dependencies of
the system samples into a manifold learning technique.
Our proposed framework is highly related to the method presented in [22], where a linear observer was constructed based on
the system equations described in (20) and (21), by exploiting the
linearity of the data-driven representation in a similar manner.
The Kalman filtering framework improves the linear observer
framework in [22] in two main aspects. First, the constructed
observer scheme is a deterministic framework which discards the
stochastic term of the dynamics, whereas the Kalman filter takes
it naturally into account. Second, the Kalman filter provides an
adaptive optimal update of the fixed model parameters in [22].
We empirically show in Section IV, that the adaptive parameter
update and the stochastic framework significantly improve the
state recovery and robustness to noise, and outperforms the
observer framework as well as other competing methods.
We note that Qn is a nonlinear function of the state and induces
dependencies between different time-samples of the system
noise process, which does not fit the Kalman filter framework.
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However, as previously mentioned, in many applications the
leading DM eigenvectors, which are used as a low-dimensional
representation of the system, are slowly varying functions of the
system state. Therefore, the gradient of ψ () according to θ n in
(17) may be sufficiently small (or approx. constant), allowing
for the proper use of the Kalman filter. These properties are
demonstrated in simulations in Section IV.
An alternative approach to address the dependence of the
driving noise on the state would be using a particle filter instead
of the Kalman filter. Particle filters (PF) are designed to support
a wider range of driving noise distributions [26], [27]. However,
our empirical study showed that the Kalman filter significantly
outperformed the PF, defined in a corresponding manner using
the derived model, since the PF is sensitive to errors in the
estimation of the gradient of ψ () . Improving our methods by
appropriately approximating the driving noise remains a subject
for future work.
The Kalman framework is implemented as follows:


 n−1 + κn z n − Hn Fn Ψ
 n−1
 n = Fn Ψ
Ψ


Pn = (I − κn Hn ) Fn Pn−1 FnT + Qn


κn = Fn Pn−1 FnT + Qn HnT

−1
Hn Fn Pn−1 FnT HnT + Hn Qn HnT + Rn

(22)

 n is the state estimate at time n, z n is the measurement
where Ψ
at time n, I is the identity matrix, Fn = I + Λ represents the
dynamics of the state, Hn = α is the lift function between the
measurements and the state calculated in a data driven manner
as described after equation (21), Qn is the covariance matrix of
the state driving noise, and Rn is the covariance matrix of the
measurement noise.
In the experiments presented in Section IV, the covariance
matrices, Rn and Qn , were estimated from the data according
to Rn (, ) = var(z () ) and Qn (, ) = var(λ() ψ () ), respectively, where ψ () is the th DM eigenvector corresponding
to eigenvalue μ() and −λ() = (2/) log μ() . This empirical
choice led to good results in all applications. However, it is
possibly an underestimation of the covariance and could be further improved. For example the adaptive estimation for Rn and
Qn described in [28] could be used since it supports unknown
system dynamics and measurement function. In addition, this
issue will be addressed in future work, where a method for
properly estimating the variance of the eigenfunctions in (13)
will be devised.
E. Observability and Detectability of the New System
In this subsection, we discuss the conditions under which the
proposed discrete linear system in (20) and (21) is observable
and detectable.
To address the observability and detectability conditions, we
first recall that in the proposed system, the state transition matrix
is given by F = I + Λ, which is a full rank diagonal matrix, and
the observation matrix is given by H = α, where α is defined
in Subsection III-C, after equation (14).

Proposition 1: The system in (20) and (21)

 is observable
if ∀ = 1, . . . , k, ∃p = 1, . . . , m such that z (p) , ψ () = 0,

 
(p) ()
where z (p) , ψ () = N
n=1 zn ψ (θ n ).
In other words, for observability it is required that the k DM
eigenvectors, used in the construction of the system, are not
orthogonal to all measurement coordinates.
Proof: In the discrete and linear Kalman filter setting, a
system is observable if there are no vectors v () = 0 such that
F v () = γ () v () and Hv () = 0, where v () and γ () denote
the th eigenvector and corresponding eigenvalue of F , respectively [29].
Since F is a diagonal matrix in (20), its eigenvectors, v () ,
contain 1 at index  and zeros elsewhere. Therefore, Hv () is the
th column of H, which based on Subsection III-C, corresponds
to the following vector:



 T
(23)
Hv () = z (1) , ψ () . . . , z (m) , ψ ()
where z (i) denotes the ith measurement coordinate, ψ () ,  =
1, . . . , k, is the th DM eigenvector and ·, · denotes the inner
product between two vectors. From this derivation, for observability we require that Hv () = 0, ∀ = 1, . . . , k, i.e. that
the DM coordinates are not orthogonal to all measurement
coordinates.
 

Proposition 2: If ∃ = 1, . . . , k, such that z (p) , ψ () = 0,
∀p = 1, . . . , m, then the system is detectable if 1 − λ() Δt < 0,
where −λ() is the th eigenvalue of the continuous operator,
approximated using DM, ψ () is the corresponding eigenvector
and Δt denotes the time step.
Proof: A discrete linear system is detectable, if there is no
v () = 0 and γ () s.t. F v () = γ () v () , Hv () = 0 with γ () +
(γ () )∗ ≥ 0, where ()∗ denotes the complex conj. [29].
In the constructed system, the eigenvalues, γ () , of F are real
and equal to the diagonal elements of F , which take the form
system is detectable
of 1 − λ() Δt. Therefore,the constructed

()
()
(p)
if 1 − λ Δt < 0, when z , ψ
= 0, ∀p = 1, . . . , m, i.e.

γ () < 0 for ψ () , for which Hv () = 0.
Note that by using only DM coordinates that are not orthogonal to all system measurements in the construction of the
system, both propositions hold. Therefore, an informed choice
of the DM coordinates leads to an observable and detectable
system. According to common practice, we take the leading
k DM eigenvectors, corresponding to the largest eigenvalues,
since these coordinates typically represent the system and are
only mildly affected by the noise. Moreover, the choice of
the new system state dimensionality, k, can be motivated by
the two propositions, since we expect that eigenvectors which
are orthogonal to the measurements, e.g. due to noise, will
correspond to smaller eigenvalues, i.e. will have larger indexes
. Empirically, following this procedure led to observable and
detectable systems in the experimental study in Section IV.
F. Convergence of the New System
Based on the DM coordinates, new system equations are obtained in (20) and (21). Assume that (i) the DM coordinate used
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in the construction of this system are slowly varying functions
of the system state, as previously discussed in Subsection III-D,
and (ii) the system parameters are correct, i.e. the state dynamics,
I + Λ, the lift function, α, and the state and measurement noise
covariances, Qn , Rn are accurate. Then the Kalman filter in
(22) converges if the system is observable and controllable [30].
Proposition 1 states the requirements for observability of (20)
and (21) and the following proposition states the requirements
for controllability of the system.
Proposition 3: The system in (20) and (21) is controllable if
λ() Δt = 1, ∀ = 1, . . . , k.
Proof: A discrete stochastic linear system is controllable if
Rank[Q, F Q, F 2 Q, . . . , F n−1 Q] = k [31], where F is the state
dynamics matrix, Q is the state noise covariance matrix and k
is the dimension of the state. For the system defined in (20) and
(21) we have that F = I + Λ, which is a diagonal matrix with
1 − λ() Δt on its diagonal, where −λ() are the eigenvalues
of the continuous operator approximated using DM and Δt is
the time step, Q(, ) = var(λ() ψ () ), where ψ () is the th
eigenvector of DM, and k equals the number of orthogonal DM
eigenvectors used in the construction of the system. Note that
both F and Q are diagonal matrices of size k × k. Therefore,
the rank condition holds if all diagonal elements are non-zero
in both matrices. This is obtained by requiring that λ() Δt = 1,
λ() = 0, and that ψ () is not constant, ∀ = 1, . . . , k. We will
now prove that the last two requirements naturally hold in our
system definition, and therefore, for controllability we only need
to require that λ() Δt = 1, ∀ = 1, . . . , k. Since the system in
(20) and (21) is defined using the non-trivial eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of DM, i.e. −λ(1) , . . . , −λ(k) and ψ (1) , . . . , ψ (k) ,
respectively, and since 0 = −λ(0) > −λ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ −λ(k) , the
requirement λ() = 0, ∀ = 1, . . . , k, naturally holds. In addition, we prove by contradiction that by taking these non-trivial
eigenvectors, the requirement that ψ () , ∀ = 1, . . . , k, are not
constant also holds. Due to the definition of P (i, j) in (19) as
a stochastic matrix, its first right eigenvector, ψ (0) , is constant
(trivial). In [32] it was shown that the left and right eigenvectors of this matrix, denoted by v () and ψ () respectively, are
bi-orthonormal. Assume by contradiction that there is another
(r)
right eigenvector
denoted by ψ , r = 0.
 (0) (0)  which is constant,
(0)
(r)
= 1 and v , ψ
= 1 in contradiction to
Then v , ψ
the bi-orthonormality property.

Note that the second assumption stated at the beginning of this
subsection is often violated since the state dynamics, defined
by the eigenvalues of the discrete diffusion maps algorithm,
and the lift function, obtained using the discrete diffusion maps
eigenvectors, are only approximations of the true continuous
coordinates. This may lead to model errors, which affect the
convergence of the Kalman filter as discussed and analyzed
in [33]–[35]. These convergence issues may be mitigated by
taking larger covariance matrices [33] and by adjusting the
Kalman filter algorithm, see for example [25].
Further rigorous analysis of the filter convergence for errors
arising from the parameter estimation using the diffusion maps
algorithm is left for future work. Such an analysis will require
propagation of errors stemming from the application of diffusion
maps, to the diffusion maps coordinates and then to the Kalman
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filter scheme. This would be challenging since these errors
depend on the geometry of the hidden underlying state in an
unknown manner. Here we demonstrate the performance and
convergence properties of the proposed method in simulations
in Section IV.
G. Koopman Operator
Our presented framework is tightly related to the Koopman
Operator. Specifically, we show the analogy of the revealed
dynamics in the present work to the SKO [8], (Ust f )(θ n ) =
E[f ◦ T (θ n , ω n )]. Given measurements from some stochastic
nonlinear system with state dynamics of the form of (4), we
project the problem onto the eigenvector space obtained by DM.
By taking these eigenvectors as observables we obtain a space
in which the evolution of the observables is represented by a
known linear operator:


Ũst ψ () (θ n ) = E ψ () ◦ T (θ n , un ) | Ψn



= E 1 − λ() Δt ψ () (θ n )
√
+ 2 ∇θ ψ () (θ n )


()
2 Δωn



= 1 − λ() Δt ψ () (θ n )

| Ψn
(24)

where Ũst is analogous to the SKO. Note that in contrast to the
standard SKO, Ũst is conditioned on Ψn .
The use of DM for the approximation of the Koopman Operator is discussed in detail in [18]. In particular, a Galerkin method
for approximating the eigenfunctions of the Koopman generator
using the DM eigenfunctions and eigenvalues is presented.
Furthermore, it was shown that for ergodic systems with purepoint spectra, the eigenfunctions of the Koopman generator can
be robustly estimated from finite data using DM. Importantly,
our method is completely different than the method presented
in [18], since we approximate the SKO, whereas in [18] the
generator is approximated.
In our proposed framework, we combine the constructed
linear operator and observables, obtained by DM, with a Kalman
filter. This leads to two main benefits. First, instead of representing the average time evolution of the observables in stochastic
systems, we obtain an estimation of individual realizations of
trajectories from the measurements. In addition, the Kalman
filter compensates for the noise and deviations from the measurements. Second, due to the use of DM, we obtain a data-driven
dimensionality reduction and approximate the Koopman Operator based on a finite set of orthonormal functions, spanning the
state space of the system [21].
A related work, combining the Koopman Operator and a
Kalman filter is presented in [3]. There, the authors define the
Koopman Observer Form (KOF) for noiseless systems and the
Koopman Kalman Filter (KKF) for systems with measurement
noise. They construct a set of linear update equations based on
the eigenvectors and modes of the Koopman Operator which
provides a linear filtering framework for nonlinear systems,
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where the Koopman Operator of a given dataset is approximated using EDMD [10]. The EDMD algorithm requires a
dictionary of basis functions which affects the resulting estimations [10]. Conversely, in the proposed work, we obtain the
linear dynamics and observables based on the data from the DM
algorithm without a pre-defined dictionary. Another difference
is the problem setting, which includes in the present work
stochastic system dynamics rather than measurement noise only.
We compare our proposed framework to the one presented in [3]
in Subsection IV-A.
Our framework can also be partially related to the work
presented in [4]. There, linear update equations are learned
from the data for chaotic systems using concepts from Koopman theory. In order to represent the chaotic dynamics using a
finite approximation, a nonlinear forcing term representing the
deviation from linearity is added. In our work, we rely on the
dynamics of the DM eigenfunctions, which can be expressed as
the sum of a linear drift component and a nonlinear stochastic
component. Analogously, the stochastic component represents
deviations from the simple linear dynamics and can be used for
error analysis as well. In the proposed Kalman filter framework
we consider the stochastic component as the system noise.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present two simulated examples of object
tracking and a real tracking application based on neuronal
spiking activity. All three tracking problems are nonlinear with
unknown system dynamics and measurement functions, where
each example depicts a different measurement modality. We
compare our proposed algorithm, referred to as the Diffusion
Maps Kalman (DMK), to several competing algorithms, which
are detailed in the following. We show that our DMK framework
leads to improved state estimates compared with non-parametric
algorithms. In addition, it obtains results which are comparable
with parametric methods, which, in contrast to DMK, are provided with the system model.
A. Nonlinear Object Tracking
We first present a model with Gaussian noise, where the
location of an object in a 2-dimensional space is measured
through its radius and azimuth angle. The underlying process,
describing the Cartesian position of the object at each time point
is given by the following discrete time Langevin eq.:
3 
 √
1  (1)
(1)
θn − 1 + θn(1) − 1 + 2u(1)
Δθn+1 = −
n
2
3 
 √
1  (2)
(2)
θn − 6 + θn(2) − 6 + 2u(2)
Δθn+1 = −
(25)
n
2
(1)
(2)
where un and un denote standard Gaussian noises and the
drift terms in these equations describe double-well potentials.
An example of the resulting 2-dimensional process is presented
in Figure 1.
The object location is measured in polar coordinates, through
the azimuth and radius:



(1)
2 
2
θn
(1)
(2)
θ
=
+
θ
(26)
φn = arc tan
,
r
n
n
n
(2)
θn

Fig. 1.

Example of the underlying 2-dimensional process.

and the system measurements are created by adding Gaussian
(φ)
(r)
(φ)
(r)
noise, z n = [φn + vn , rn + vn ], where vn and vn are
Gaussian noise processes with variance σφ2 and σr2 , respectively.
We created trajectories of 1000 samples with a time-step of
Δt = 0.01 and different Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratios, by varying σφ2 and σr2 .
We applied the DM algorithm to the measurements, z n , with
 set as the median of the distances. The covariance matrices
used in the modified Mahalanobis distance (8) were estimated
similarly to previous work [36], by calculating the empirical
covariance of overlapping windows of 30 time frames, centered at each measurement, i.e. Cn = cov(z n−N :n+N −1 ) where
N = 15. Since the covariance matrices are not necessarily full
rank, their pseudoinverse was calculated using singular value
decomposition (SVD). We then constructed the DMK based on
the first two largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors
obtained by DM. The dimensionality of the DM coordinates
was determined based on the existence of a significant spectral
gap after the second coordinate. The covariance matrices in
the Kalman filter update equations, Rn and Qn in (22), were
estimated from the data, according to Rn (, ) = var(z () ) and
Qn (, ) = var(λ() ψ () ), where −λ() = (2/) log μ() and
μ() and ψ () are the th DM eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively.
Using this setting, we evaluated our DMK algorithm, which
requires access only to the noisy measurements, z n , and compared it to a parametric algorithm, the particle filter (PF). For
evaluation purposes, the PF was provided with the true system
model, which is considered unknown in our setting.
In addition, we compared our results to three non-parametric
algorithms: Gaussian Process filtering (GP) [1], the Kalman
filter based algorithm described in [3] (KKF) and the observer
framework presented in [22]. Note that there is a fundamental
difference between our method and two of the competing nonparametric methods, GP and KKF. Both GP and KKF require
a subset of data pairs, {θ n , z n }N
n=1 , in their construction. In
our experiments, we used a subset of N = 100 and N = 21
samples, covering the entire state space, for algorithms GP and
KKF, respectively. Moreover, the KKF algorithm requires a
choice of a kernel function. Here, we used the same kernel
function as in [3]. In contrast, our DMK framework can provide a filtered version of the measurements and a new set of
coordinates representing the system characteristics without any
information on the underlying state or a specific choice of a
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Fig. 2. Average and standard deviation of the nRMSE of the clean measurement estimates. The nRMSE values were averaged over 50 realizations of
process and noise trajectories.

kernel function. However, note that if an estimate of a specific
state representation is required, some alignment between the
DMK coordinates and the underlying state may be needed.
Here, we used the mapping defined in (16), α, and obtained
an estimate of the clean system measurement, g(θ n ). Therefore,
the comparison between the different algorithms was performed
in the measurement domain.
Figure 2 presents plots of the normalized root mean square
error (nRMSE) values (in log scale) of the clean measurement
estimates, φn and rn , obtained by the compared algorithms
and the measurement error (denoted by Meas.) as an upper
bound. The nRMSE values are presented as a function of the
measurement noise level (SNR), where the average and standard
deviation (STD) of the nRMSE were calculated over 50 different
process realizations, for each noise level separately. We note that
the extended Kalman filter (EKF), with the true system model,
was considered as well. However, the EKF led to results which
were similar to the particle filter and was omitted for brevity
therefor. Figure 2 depicts that the DMK outperforms all three
non-parametric algorithms in all noise levels. In addition, for
high SNR, the DMK errors are close to the errors obtained by
the parametric particle filter, which has access to the true system
equations. Figure 3 further demonstrates this and presents an
example for the clean measurement estimation obtained by
DMK (in blue) and by the particle filter (in gray), compared
with the true clean measurements (in dotted black) and the
noisy measurements (gray ‘x’), with SNR = 1. Plot (a) presents
coordinate φn and plot (b) presents coordinate rn . This figure
depicts that the DMK estimation closely follows the particle
filter estimation.
Note that for lower SNR values the DMK estimation deteriorates in comparison with the particle filter. This is due to errors
in the inferred model, caused by the high noise. As described in
Subsection III-B and Subsection III-C, the new system model,
which is derived based on DM, is accurate only for the noiseless
case. The noise affects the modified Mahalanobis distance and,
as a result, the obtained DM coordinates and eigenvalues contain
errors. Since the eigenvalues are used in the model dynamics,

Fig. 3. Example of a trajectory of the filtered measurement coordinates using
the DMK algorithm (in blue) compared with the PF estimation (in gray), the true
clean measurements (in dotted black) and the noisy measurements (gray ‘x’).

Fig. 4. Average and STD of the nRMSE of the clean measurement estimates,
over 50 process and noise realizations. A comparison between the DMK algorithm constructed based on the noisy measurements (in blue) the DMK with the
“clean dynamics” (in cyan) and the PF (in gray).

these errors affect the estimation quality of our framework. Nevertheless, DMK works quite well in noisy situations, especially
in comparison with the non-parametric frameworks.
In order to demonstrate the extent of the estimation deterioration due to noise, we compared the DMK algorithm, which
was constructed based on the noisy measurements, and a modified DMK algorithm, where the dynamics (DM eigenvalues)
were obtained by applying DM to the clean measurements and
calculating the corresponding “clean dynamics”. The resulting
nRMSE for different SNR values are presented in Figure 4,
where the average and STD of the nRMSE were calculated
based on 50 process and noise realizations for each SNR value.
This figure presents the DMK based on the noisy measurements
in blue, the DMK with the “clean dynamics” (λ) in cyan and
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Plots (a) and (c) were created using an SNR of 0.67 and plots (b)
and (d) were created using an SNR of 0.18. This figure depicts
that the convergence rates of all the non-parametric algorithms
are similar in both measurement coordinates and for both SNR
values.
B. Non-Gaussian Nonlinear Object Tracking

Fig. 5. Asymptotic RMSE, averaged over 50 realizations, of the measurements
estimation using the DMK algorithm constructed based on the noisy measurements, colored in blue, the DMK algorithm with the “clean dynamics,” colored
in cyan, and the particle filter, colored in gray.

the particle filter, as a baseline, in gray. As expected, for high
SNR, both the noisy dynamics and the clean dynamics lead
to a similar result, whereas for low SNR, the clean dynamics
improve the result. This indicates that our method is indeed
affected by the measurement noise. However, note that even with
these model errors, our method still outperforms the competing
non-parametric algorithms, as depicted in Figure 2.
To complete the analysis of this example, we compare the
convergence rates of DMK based on the noisy measurements,
DMK with the “clean dynamics” and the convergence rates of
the parametric and non-parametric algorithms.
Figure 5 andFigure 6 present the average asymptotic RMSE
M
(k)
(k) 2
1
(aRMSE), i.e. M
2 , where M is the numk=1 ẑ n − ζ n
ber of process and noise realizations, M = 50 in both figures,
ẑ (k)
n denotes an estimation of the measurements (filtered) and
ζ (k)
n denotes the true clean measurements at time n in realization
k. Figure 5 presents a comparison between the DMK algorithm
based on the noisy measurements (in blue), the DMK algorithm
with the “clean dynamics” (in cyan) and the particle filter (in
gray), for two SNR values. Plot (a) presents the aRMSE values
for measurement coordinate φn and plot (b) presents the aRMSE
values for measurement coordinate rn . This figure depicts that
the convergence rate of DMK is not affected by the noise. In
addition, the convergence rate of DMK is either comparable (in
plot (a)) or faster (in plot (b)) compared with the convergence
rate of the particle filter, for both SNR values.
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the asymptotic RMSE
values of the cleaned measurements obtained by the DMK
algorithm (in blue), by the two competing non-parametric algorithms, GP and KKF (in light gray and in black, respectively) and
by the particle filter (in dark gray), for two different SNR values.

We now present an example which is based on the setting
given in [22], [36]. In this setting, the location of a radiating
object moving on a 3D sphere is estimated based on measurements from three sensors, s(1) , s(2) , s(3) , which are modeled
as “Geiger Counters”. The movement of the object is defined
by two underlying Langevin processes, describing the elevation
and azimuth angles as follows
π

(1)
− θn(1) c + bu(1)
Δθn+1 =
(27)
n
2

π
(2)
− θn(2) c + bu(2)
(28)
Δθn+1 =
n
5
where b is the diffusion coefficient and c is the drift rate parameter. In our experiments, b was set to 0.01 and c varied between
0.01 − 0.4 to simulate different trajectory properties.
The 3D location of the object at the nth time step is computed
by:




(2)
sin θn(1)
x(1)
n = cos θn




(2)
sin θn(1)
x(2)
n = sin θn


(1)
(29)
x(3)
=
cos
θ
n
n
(1)

(2)

(3)

We mark the 3D position of the object by xn = [xn , xn , xn ].
The system measurements are given by three Poisson processes, with a rate parameter that is based on the 3D loca(j)
(j)
(j)
tion of the object, yn ∼ P ois(rn ) j = 1, 2, 3, where rn =
exp(− s(j) − xn ).
Finally, a Poisson noise process with a fixed rate parameter,
(j)
vn ∼ P ois(λv ), is added to each sensor
zn(j) = yn(j) + vn(j)

(30)

(j)
zn

are the accessible system measurements.
where
In order to obtain an estimated representation of the system
state (the azimuth and elevation angles) from the noisy measurements, {z n }N
n=1 , we apply DMK. Note that the presented
setting is non-Gaussian and therefore the Kalman filter assumptions are not held. However, we show that DMK still provides
good results, due to the incoporation of time dependencies, and
outperforms the observer framework presented in [22].
We simulated 300,000 time samples of the two underlying
(1) (2)
angles θn , θn with Δt = 0.5 and constructed the measurements according to (29) and (30). After obtaining the system
measurements z n , we first performed a pre-processing stage,
similarly to [22], [36]. This includes constructing histograms
for overlapping frames of 60 time-samples of z n and then
calculating the modified Mahalanobis distance (8) between pairs
of histograms. The covariance matrices for the modified Mahalanobis distance between the measurements were calculated
similarly to Subsection IV-A, based on the empirical covariance
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Fig. 6. Asymptotic RMSE, averaged over 50 realizations, of the measurements estimation using the DMK (in blue), the PF (in dark gray), KKF, (in black) and GP
(in light gray). The SNR was set to 0.67 in (a) and (c) and to 0.18 in (b) and (d). Plots (a) and (b) present the asymptotic RMSE values for measurement coordinate
φn and plots (c) and (d) present the asymptotic RMSE values for measurement coordinate rn .

of overlapping windows of 20 time frames, centered at each
measurement. At this point we are left with 300, 000/60 = 5000
system measurements.
The DM algorithm, described in Subsection III-B, is applied
to the measurements using the calculated Mahalanobis distance,
with an empirical choice of  as the median of the distances.
We obtain a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues representing
intrinsic properties of the system. However, these eigenvectors
do not necessarily correspond to the true system state, θ n ,
and can represent some linear combination of the state coordinates [37]. Therefore, for evaluation purposes, we perform a
linear regression on 3 eigenvectors, corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues, and the true system state, based on 100 samples.
Note that in this specific example, the linear regression provides
a good representation of the underlying state using only a few
DM coordinates. This is due to the choice of the underlying
state equation and the lift function which places the data on
a sphere. This system was specifically chosen in this application, since the measurements (spike trains) cannot be easily
interpretable, in contrast to the example in Subsection IV-A.
In Subsection IV-C, a more complicated system is presented,
where real neuronal spiking activity is analyzed. For such data,
the underlying state equation and system model are completely
unknown, and indeed, there, a larger number of coordinates is required to obtain a good representation of the true underlying state
(the 2D pos.).
Based on the resulting eigenvectors and eigenvalues we construct the Kalman filter, described in Subsection III-D. The
covariance matrices of the measurement noise, Rn , and the
state noise, Qn , were estimated from the data (according to
the variance of the histogram measurements and the covariance
of the obtained eigenvectors and eigenvalues) as described in
Subsection IV-A.

Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the azimuth and elevation angles, colored by the
coordinate estimates. The plots are colored according to the the first and second
state estimates of the observer framwork (in (a) and (d)), the first and second
state estimates of our suggested DMK filter (in (b) and (e)) and the first and
second coordinates obtained by DM (in (c) and (f)).

We compare our results to the observer framework, described
in [22], with a choice of γ = 0.01 (which led to the best results
in this case). In Figure 7, a comparison between the DMK, the
observer framework and the DM coordinates (without additional
analysis) is presented. This figure contains 6 identical scatter
(1) (2)
plots, each presenting the true underlying angles, θn , θn . Each
plot is colored according to a different coordinate, plots (a)
and (d) are colored according to the first and second estimated
coordinates of the observer framework, plots (b) and (e) are
colored according to the DMK estimation and plots (c) and (f)
are colored according to the DM coordinates. The color gradients
in Figure 7 depict that the DMK significantly improves the
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Fig. 8. Correlation between the DMK coordinates and the true underlying
system state coordinates, in blue, compared with the observer coordinates, in
green, and the DM coordinates, in black.

estimation of the two underlying angles, compared with the
DM coordinates and the observer framework. Moreover, the
coordinates obtained by the observer framework suffer from
inaccuracies at the boundaries of the data. This is visible for
(1)
example, in plot (a), when θn < 0.5 and is due to the inaccuracy
of the linear lift function at the boundaries. These inaccuracies are not apparent in the DMK coordinates which recover
the true underlying angles more accurately even at the data
boundaries.
Figure 8 presents the average and STD of the correlation,
over 50 realizations, between the DMK coordinates (after linear
regression based on 100 samples) and the true underlying states,
θ(1) and θ(2) , colored in blue. For comparison, we present
the correlations of the observer coordinates, in green, and the
DM coordinates, in black. These plots depict that even though
the Kalman model is inaccurate in this example, the DMK
obtains results which are better than the observer, in different
drift-diffusion rate ratios.
C. Location Tracking Based on Rat Hippocampal
Neuronal Activity
To demonstrate our framework on real data, we consider a
publicly available dataset [38]. This dataset contains simultaneous recordings of hippocampal regions CA1 and CA3 or regions
CA1 and M EC in 9 rats during a spatial alternation task in
a W-shaped maze. We show that when applying DMK to the
neuronal spiking activity, it reveals a meaningful representation
which is related to the 2D position of the rat.
A related work [39] addressed this task using a parametric
framework that recovers a latent state governing the spike rates.
Their framework is based on a Poisson process that generates the
spiking data and two Gaussian processes, which model the latent
state dynamics and the mapping between the latent state and the
firing rate. This parametric method assumes a specific model
and is especially suited for neuronal spike train data, whereas
our method is non-parametric and can be applied to a larger class
of problems.
From the available dataset [38], we focus on experiments
in which the animals were actively moving in the maze. In
addition, since some recordings include only a small number
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of active neurons, we restrict our analysis to experiments which
contain more than 20 active neurons and animals which have
more than 3 such experiments (for evaluation of error statistics).
The remaining data include six animals (abbrv. Bon, Ten, Cor,
Eig, Fra and Mil) with 10 − 24 experiments each. The length of
each experiment ranged between 7 − 15 min.
We apply the proposed method to the recorded neuronal
spiking data and construct a new data-driven representation. We
show that this new representation is highly related to the true
position of the animal.
For this purpose, we first bin the data to obtain a histogram for
each neuron depicting the spike rate over time. The histogram
bin sizes were chosen empirically, such that at least one neuron
is active at any time frame (bin). The bin sizes, number of
experiments per animal and number of active neurons used in
our analysis are summarized in Table I.
The DM algorithm was applied to the obtained histograms,
which are treated as measurements in the construction of the
affinity matrix described in (18). The covariance matrices for
the modified Mahalanobis distance were estimated based on
overlapping windows of 15 time frames (histogram bins), and
the kernel scale, , was empirically set to be 3 times the median of the distances, to avoid outliers in the DM coordinates.
The affinity matrix was normalized according to (19) and its
first 20 (non-trivial) eigenvectors, corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues, were computed. The DMK was then applied to
these eigenvectors, resulting in a new representation of the
(1)
(20)
data, Ψ̂n = [ψn , . . . , ψn ]. The DMK covariance matrices
were estimated based on the data and the calculated eigenvectors, similarly to Subsection IV-A and Subsection IV-B,
where Qn (, ) = var(λ() ψ () ) and Rn was set to be a diagonal
matrix with the variance of the histograms (measurements) on
its diagonal.
Each experiment in each animal was analyzed and evaluated
separately in order to avoid batch effects.
An example for the resulting representation of one experiment
is presented in Figure 9. This figure presents 6 identical plots
containing the true x-y positions of the animal (marked by
filled circles), where each plot is colored by a different DMK
coordinate, according to ln|ψ̂ (i) |. We note that in this example,
only 6 eigenvectors were used as input to the DMK algorithm,
since these 6 coordinates provided a good representation for
the position of the animal. In other experiments, 6 eigenvectors
were not always sufficient and therefore, for consistency, 20
eigenvectors were used in all experiments in the following
analysis.
Figure 9 depicts that the DMK algorithm provides a meaningful representation for the animal location, since different 2D
locations are highlighted in different coordinates (colored in
yellow). By combining information from all coordinates, the
2D location can be inferred. For example, the middle arm in
the W-shaped maze, (x, y) ≈ (160, 110), is represented by high
values (mostly) in coordinates ψ̂ (2) and ψ̂ (3) , whereas the lower
arm, (x, y) ≈ (160, 80), is represented by high values (mostly)
in coordinates ψ̂ (2) and ψ̂(5). In addition, Figure 9 demonstrates
that the obtained representation covers different regions in the
2D space in a relatively smooth manner.
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TABLE I
HIPOCAMPAL NEURONAL ACTIVITY—ANALYSIS PARAMETERS

Fig. 11. Example of the estimated 2D position after applying linear regression
to the DMK coordinates of the test-set.
Fig. 9. True x-y positions of the animal in one experiment (filled circles),
colored according to 6 DMK coordinates (ln|ψ̂ (i) |) calculated based on the
spike rate histograms.

True position
DMK

Fig. 10. Example of the estimated x-y positions of the animal in one experiment. The estimations are presented for the test-set, after applying linear
regression to the DMK coordinates.

We emphasize that the DMK coordinates presented in Figure 9
were obtained in a completely data-driven manner and with
minimal model assumptions.
In order to quantitatively assess the quality of the new representation obtained by the DMK, we divided the data in each
experiment into a train set, consisting of 80% of the data, and
a test set, consisting of 20% of the data and performed crossvalidation. We performed linear regression between the DMK
coordinates representing the data in the train set and the true
position of the animal and then used the regression parameters to
estimate the animal’s position based on the DMK representation
of the test set.
An example for the resulting position estimation based on
the test set of one experiment is presented in Figure 10. This
figure presents the estimated x position (top plot) and estimated

y position (bottom plot) based on the DMK coordinates (in blue)
compared with the true position (in black). Figure 10 depicts that
after the linear regression, the estimated position based on the
DMK closely follows the true position of the animal.
The corresponding 2D position of the animal in this experiment is presented in Figure 11, where the position estimation
based on the DMK coordinates is marked by blue ‘x’ and the
true 2D position is marked by black circles. This plot depicts that
after linear regression, the DMK coordinates are highly related
to the 2D position of the animal in most locations. Note that the
edge of the lower arm of the W-shaped maze is not represented
properly by the DMK coordinates. This is consistent with the
result in Figure 9, where none of the coordinates captures this
specific location properly.
For comparison, we applied linear regression to two additional
data representations: (1) DM with no additional processing and
(2) principal component analysis (PCA) applied to the spike rate
histograms.
We calculated the correlation between the estimated position
and the true position for each experiment in all animals. Figure 12 presents the correlation values of the x and y positions,
for each animal separately, based on the train set and on the test
set. The average and STD of the correlation values were calculated over 5-fold cross-validation, where the data was divided
into 5 consecutive segments. This figure depicts that the DMK
coordinates provide a meaningful representation that relates to
the true position of the animal, since simply by linear regression,
the DMK coordinates give rise to a good estimation of the true
position. In addition, this representation is significantly better
than the representations obtained by the DM coordinates and by
PCA.
Note that the linear regression here was performed solely for
a quantitative evaluation of the constructed coordinates. Our
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coordinates. Although these assumptions are required for the
theoretical derivations, the experimental results depict that our
framework performs well in comparison to other non-parametric
algorithms, even when these assumptions are not fully met.
We showed that the proposed method obtains an improved
representation of dynamical systems compared with the DM
coordinates and other non-parametric methods.
In the future, we plan to extend our method and address
multi-modal datasets arising from stochastic dynamical systems.
We will devise methods for revealing the underlying common
dynamics based on multi-modal measurements.
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Fig. 12. Correlations between the estimated coordinates (after linear regression) and the true x-y positions, on the train-set and the test-set, for a 5-fold
cross-validation.

main result here is that the data driven DMK coordinates contain
meaningful information regarding the animal location.
We conclude by noting that in this example, the true system
model is completely unknown and is not necessarily compatible
with the assumed process form in (4). However, we demonstrated that our method can still be used to obtain a meaningful
representation in this application.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we addressed the analysis of high-dimensional
nonlinear stochastic dynamical systems with measurement
noise, and presented a non-parametric filtering framework in
which a data-driven linear Kalman filter is constructed based
on DM coordinates, utilizing their inherent dynamics and properties. We showed that the presented framework recovers new
coordinates that capture meaningful properties of the system
given only a set of noisy measurements and with no further
knowledge on the system properties. These coordinates may not
be directly related to the underlying system state, yet they can be
employed for filtering the measurements. To obtain an estimate
of a specific underlying state, some alignment is required based
on a training set, e.g., using linear regression.
The theoretical justification of the proposed framework required few assumptions. First, the derivation of the recovered
system dynamics was based on the assumption that the underlying system dynamics evolve according to gradient flows with
constant diffusion. Second, for compatibility of the recovered
system with the Kalman filtering framework, we assumed that
the leading DM coordinates are slowly evolving functions of the
system state and are only mildly affected by the measurement
noise. Several studies, e.g. [21], [40] and [41], have shown that
based on properties of the DM coordinates, this assumption
commonly holds. Third, we specified the conditions under which
the devised system is observable and detectable, and showed
that these conditions hold for an informed choice of the DM
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